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SUMMARY
EJ joins David to share tales and wisdom learned from his 25 years of service to our country in the Army 
Rangers, many years of teaching SERE, and he shares “behind the scenes” stories from his growing list of 
experience on TV (think, “Dual Survival”, and “Naked and Afraid”).  EJ gets REAL and shares life and surviv-
al tips for the wilderness, battlefield and everyday life - we can all take to the bank.  

EJ tackles bullying, and how his own experience being bullied impacted his life. He shares his experience 
with battling PTSD, and how to combat fear and negativity in your own life. 

He shares the importance of mindset, and how much you can accomplish if you just decide that you WILL 
do it. He also covers how to lead others well, with care, while pushing them to be their best.

TIMELINE
00:00 Introduction.

02:50 EJ’s Back-story.

11:35 Online Bullying.

15:13 What is SERE?

17:56 Best/Worst Survival Experiences.

22:25 How Do You Deal With Negative Input?

24:30 Leadership.

26:00 Showing Appreciation to Veterans.

28:00 TV Experiences.

31:35 Ego & Humility.

33:00 EJ’s Knife & Other Gear.

THE IMPORTANCE OF MINDSET 
@17:56 
The mind can push the body to do things you would not think possible.
You can do anything you set your mind to. If you want to get through that brick wall badly enough, you’ll 
find a way. There’s always one more thing you can do to survive. Never give up; keep the hope. And trust 
your instincts. Many times you can sense the presence of a snake or other dangers before you see it. 

EJ’s personal motto is “survive by your own will”. That will to live and never give up is so important. You 
can get through most anything if your mindset is in the right place. You’ve got to stay positive, whatever 
you’re facing -- whether it be life-threatening illness, addictions, etc. Flip your mindset from the negative 
thoughts that bombard you, to a positive, “What can I do to make this better,” “Who can help me,” and, “How 
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@15:13

“You have to be comfort-
able being uncomfortable.”

@20:00

“You can do anything you 
set your mind to. You can 
find a way. There’s always 
one more thing you can do. 
Never give up. Keep the 
hope.”
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can I get from Point A to Point B?”

Negativity is like a cancer; it gets contagious, and you’ve just got to cut it out. If you see/hear/think a neg-
ative thought, think, “How can I turn this to a positive thing?” 

Thankfulness and gratefulness are two excellent and important practices. Take some time each day to 
ponder all of the positive things you can think of, and go through all that you are thankful for. Displace 
every negative thought with a positive one. Take time to pray, meditate, and SMILE on purpose! It will help 
heal your soul. It is impossible for darkness to stay around light.

LEADERSHIP. @24:30
How to Lead from Your Heart. 
• Treat those under your leadership with dignity and respect.

• Treat them like your kids; treat them kindly and fairly. Reward them when they deserve it, lay down 
the law when it is needed, too. You can’t be too soft on people who are going to war - you’re better 
off being hard on them (when they know you care).  Then, when they experience hard things, it’s ok -- 
they understand, and it doesn’t rock their world. Our society has become very coddling, but you don’t 
do people any favors treating them like snowflakes. Sometimes life is very, very hard. 

• Lead from the front; lead by example. Model what you want to see in those you are leading. Don’t 
just be barking out orders from your comfy chair. No one can truly respect a person like that. Get in 
the trenches with your people. Be willing and often do what you expect from them. Model it! 

• Interact with those under your care in real, personal ways. Don’t settle for emails and texting all the 
time. It’s the way our world has gone, and this is NOT good.  Talking in person on the phone or (bet-
ter yet)  “face-to-face.” This is REAL, meaningful and authentic, especially when resolving conflict.

ACTION ITEMS for the Week - Do The Following to Be Better Prepared :
1. Take some time today to come up with a list of things you are grateful for. Set a number you want to 

try to reach, or a specific time goal (ex: 15 minutes) for meditating on these things.

2. When you are out for a walk, make a point of smiling for no reason in particular. Smile at the sun-
shine, at the breeze, at the ability to move and be alive. Then, when you’re out around town, take the 
time to look up and around you as you walk through the store, or down the street, and make a point 
of smiling at people as you pass by. If it seems weird to smile at everyone at first, pick a number, 
such as for every 5 people who passes by, you’ll smile at one.

3. Write down 1-3 names of people who are “under” your leadership. And then, next to their names, 
write out one way you can lead them better, from your heart, kindly, fairly, and show them even great-
er respect and dignity.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES - From David and Craig...
Live Training Classes @ Nature Reliance School: www.NatureReliance.org (Craig’s School)

YouTube - Nature Reliance School (Craig’s Channel)

YouTube - Ultimate Survival Tips (David’s Channel)

MSK-1 Survival Knife System (David’s Knife): www.MSK1Knife.com

Ultimate Survival Tips - Website: www.UltimateSurvivalTips.com

Free Survival e-MAG (From Ultimate Survival Tips)

BOOK: Extreme Wilderness Survival - By Craig Caudill: https://amzn.to/2DQczdQ

BOOK: Ultimate Wilderness Gear - By Craig Caudill: https://amzn.to/2DQiY8H

BOOK: Essential Wilderness Navigation - By Craig Caudill: https://amzn.to/2PL7YQx
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